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A cellular implant that subcutane-
ously releases antibodies against 
amyloid–β (Aβ) can reduce amyloid 
plaques and tau pathology in mouse 
models of Alzheimer disease (AD), 
according to a recent study. The 
proof-of-principle paves the way for 
testing whether the same approach 
could prevent disease progression in 
humans with early AD.

Clinical trials have indicated 
that passive immunization against 
Aβ has disease-modifying effects 
in patients with prodromal or early 
AD. However, repeated injections of 
antibodies are likely to exacerbate 
dose-dependent adverse effects, and 
to be inconvenient for patients. In the 
new study, researchers led by Patrick 
Aebischer aimed to develop an alter-
native antibody delivery system using 
encapsulated cell technology (ECT).

“Our group has used ECT for 
the delivery of various therapeutic 
proteins,” explains Aebischer. “We 

recently developed a high-capacity 
cell encapsulation device for 
sub cutaneous implantation and 
optimized the genetic engineering 
of myoblast cells for high-rate 
antibody secretion. We have now 
adapted this technology to system-
atically administer recombinant 
anti-Aβ antibodies.”

The team genetically engineered 
C2C12 mouse myoblasts to secrete 
a recombinant antibody, called 
mAb-11, against Aβ and amyloid 
plaques. The myoblasts were placed 
inside the encapsulation device, a 
polypropylene membranous structure 
with pores that allow release of the 
secreted antibodies. The researchers 
then implanted the devices sub-
cutaneously into two mouse models 
of AD: 5FXAD mice, which exhibit 
amyloid plaques by 2 months of age, 
and TauPS2APP mice, which slowly 
develop amyloid and tau pathology. 
Control mice of both strains were 
implanted with cells that expressed 
only GFP.

In both mouse models, the 
cellular implant led to steady plasma 
levels of mAb-11 for approximately 
9 months. The antibodies entered 
the brain, and their binding to Aβ 
and amyloid plaques suppressed the 
progression of amyloid pathology. 
In 5XFAD mice, implantation after 
plaque onset led to a reduced density 

of plaques in the cortex, hippocampus 
and thalamus at 6 months of age. 
Similarly, in TauPS2APP mice, 
implantation at 6 months before the 
onset of amyloid deposition reduced 
amyloid pathology throughout the 
cortex and hippocampus at 1 year of 
age. Reduction in Aβ deposition was 
also accompanied by a reduction in 
tau pathology in the CA1 region of 
the hippocampus.

“These results show that periph-
eral passive immunization against Aβ 
is effective,” says Aebischer. “When 
ECT is used for continuous antibody 
administration before the onset of 
amyloid plaque deposition, there is 
a dramatic effect on amyloid and tau 
pathologies that characterize AD.”

Aebischer and his team now 
hope to translate the technique into 
humans. “We are currently develop-
ing a human cell line compatible with 
our ECT platform. This approach has 
clear translational potential not only 
for AD, but also for an increasing 
number of neurological conditions 
that can be treated with recombinant 
antibodies,” he concludes.
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